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String field theory (SFT) is one possible approach to the 
construction of nonperturbative formulation of string theory.

Introduction and motivation

Well-known (?)  string field theories at the critical dimension :

Light-cone gauge SFT (Kaku-Kikkawa)

Witten’s open string SFT: bosonic, cubic
HIKKO open SFT: bosonic, quartic
Witten’s open superstring SFT: NSR, cubic
Modified cubic open superstring SFT: NSR, cubic
Berkovits’ open superstring field theory : NS sector, WZW-type
…
HIKKO closed SFT: bosonic, cubic
Nonpolynomial closed SFT: bosonic, nonpolynomial
Green-Schwarz SFT
Heterotic SFT (Berkovits-Okawa-Zwiebach) : NS sector, WZW-like
…
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• Witten’s open SFT

∃ tachyon vacuum

• Vacuum String Field Theory (VSFT)
[(Gaiotto)-Rastelli-Sen-Zwiebach(2000/2001)]

D25-brane

:pure ghost BRST operator

In VSFT, D-brane ～ classical solution of 
～ Projector with respect to Witten’s ★ product in the matter sector:

Sliver, Butterfly,… are constructed explicitly.

Essentially, they are the same as noncommutative solitons
because  Witten’s ★ can be expressed as the Moyal product. [Bars(2001),…]
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On the other hand,

D-brane ～ Boundary state ← closed string

Closed SFT description is more natural (!?)

HIKKO cubic closed SFT  (or Nonpolynomial closed SFT)

In this framework, we will characterize the boundary states by a
universal nonlinear relation :
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Star product in closed SFT
＊ product is defined by 3-string vertex:

HIKKO (Hata-Itoh-Kugo-Kunitomo-Ogawa) type

and ghost sector (to be compatible with BRST invariance)
with projection:
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• Explicit representation of the 3-string vertex:
solution to overlapping condition [HIKKO]

Various relations among Neumann coefficients: [Mandelstam,Green-Schwarz,…]
In particular, Yoneya formulae are essential to computation of B＊B.
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＊ product of boundary state
The boundary state for Dp-brane with constant flux:

(Neumann)

(Dirichlet)

Note1: which follows from

Note 2:

φ： “physical sector” i.e., 
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“idempotency equation”

Regularization:

Using Cremmer-Gervais identity, we can evaluate as

By level truncation, we numerically observed
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Idempotency equation (universal version):

Boundary state for Dp-brane is a solution to the above equation: 
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Overall factor

Let us reconsider B＊B. Note:

regularization
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Conversely, it corresponds to a particular case of degeneration 
of a Riemann surface:

Generally, this process is described by factorization:

In the case of B＊B, it roughly implies

open string tachyon
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More precisely, we should consider modulus in terms of regulator and ghost 
structure in computation of the ＊ product:

Mandelstam mapping:

Modulus:

c.f. [Asakawa-Kugo-Takahashi(1999)]
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• Evaluation of the coefficient
From idempotency equation,

and in ghost sector：

From figure b), the numerator in matter sector:

Combining matter and ghost contribution, noting                 ,  the numerator is

The denominator is given by

Namely, we conclude

for c=26 and this is consistent with the correspondence of regularizations:
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Cardy states and idempotents
On the flat ( Rd ) background, we have ＊product 
formula for  Ishibashi states :

Conjecture

Cardy states   ～ idempotents in closed SFT

even on nontrivial backgrounds.
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• Orbifold （M/Γ）
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[cf. Billo et al.(2001)]
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• Fusion ring of RCFT

[Verlinde(1988)]

[T.Kawai (1989)]
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TD,TD/Z2 compactification
Explicit formulation of closed SFT on TD,TD/Z2
is known. [HIKKO(1987), Itoh-Kunitomo(1988)]

We can compute ＊product of Ishibashi states directly.

3-string vertex is modified:
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＊products of these states  are not diagonal.
→ We consider following linear combinations:
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• Neumann coefficients in the twisted sector

We have used the above relations to compute ＊ product.

Note:
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We conclude that
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Ratio of  1-loop amplitude :

:degenerating limit
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※ Neumann type idempotents are obtained from Dirichlet type by T-dual :
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Comment on the Seiberg-Witten limit

KT operator which was introduced to represent noncommutativety
in SFT on constant B-field background : [Kawano-Takahashi(1999/2000)]

More precisely, we find the following identity by explicit computation:

Dirichlet type Ishibashi state Neumann type boundary state

[cf. Okuyama(2000)]
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We can directly compute the star product:

operator product of tachyon vertices on the Neumann type boundary state
[cf. Murakami-Nakatsu(2002)]
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i.e., projector eq. with respect to the Strachan product , or one of the generalized 
star product: ＊2 , which is commutative and non-associative.

feature of the HIKKO closed SFT ＊ product

In terms of coefficients function:

Roughly, in the Seiberg-Witten limit,

:lump sol. of VSFT

Moyal product
(noncommutative associative)

Strachan product
(commutative nonassociative)

Witten’s open SFT HIKKO’s closed SFT

:deformed D(-1)-brane B.S.
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Supersymmetric case (NSR)
Constructing 3-stirng vertex as the LPP formulation

Here, we bosonize ψμβγ due to a technical reason  (unbosonize version [HIKKO(1987)]):

:matter fermion

:superghost

For each sectors, LPP vertex is given by

with a particular conformal map. [LeClair-Peskin-Preitschopf (1989)]
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• Oscillator representation

Neumann coefficients:

are the same as those of bosonic SFT one.

come from the background charge Q : which are computed as

and  are contribution of the pole at  the interaction point.

determined by naïve connection condition
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• Boundary states for Dp brane [Callan et.al.(1987),…,Yost(1989)]

(bosonized) solution：

Whereχsector is
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• ＊-product of the boundary states

As in the case of bosonic SFT, we define                                           
and the ＊-product as

We insert the picture changing operator:

from the analogy of open superstring field theory (Witten version, i.e.,
NSNS sector is in the (-1,-1) picture)

• We use various relations among Neumann coefficients for computation:
for Green-Schwarz/Yoneya formula, and
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• matter sector

C12 is +1 for NSNS*NSNS～NSNS, and

for NSNS*RR～RR,  RR*NSNS～RR, RR*RR～NSNS

Although the determinant factors do not cancel because of  bosonized
version, the boundary states are idempotent as in the case of bosonic
closed SFT.
※There is another factor such as                           if the picture changing 
operator is inserted.

• ghost sector
bc sector is the same as bosonic closed SFT：

※There is another factor if the picture changing operator is inserted.
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• superghost sector

where

We should determine the cocycle factor for the 3-string vertex correctly
in order to impose GSO projection including the matter part, which should 
be consistent with gauge invariance of the SFT action.
In addition, appropriate regularization is necessary to evaluate the 
overall factor becasuse it does not cancel trivially.

※There are other terms by the picture changing operator.
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Supersymmetric case (GS)
Green-Schwarz formalism

light-cone qunatization

• connection condition for 3-string interaction :

The same form as Xi sector (bosonic closed SFT, HIKKO type)

• The 3-string vertex is constructed by respecting space-time SUSY algebra.
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• 3-string vertex [Green-Schwarz-Brink(1983)]

is the naïve overlap part whose bosonic part is the same as bosonic SFT.  
Fermionic part is
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• Boundary state [Green-Gutperle(1996)]

where η±＝±1,   ｜B0 〉 is the zero mode part：

constant matrix Ｍ which preserves 1/2  SUSY：

Dp brane is characterized by Ωkl .

Fermion zero mode dependence:
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• Non-linear relation among boundary states

The same relation as bosonic SFT holds except for the prefactor.
The prefactor depends on Ｍ（or Ωkl）：

Example of Vkl：
D(-1) / D7 brane
anti- D(-1) / anti-D7 brane

※The orders of                   in the prefactor are different.

We can compute “the star product” of boundary states with                                   directly: 
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• Some comments
• regularization ：

which vanishes if one use the Green-Schwarz’s formula naïvely.
（By level truncation, it behaves as Ｌ～ 1/Ｌ or  1/log(L) （？） ）

• In computing the fermionic non zero mode, we have used

In particular, the determinant factor which comes from fermionic nonzero mode
is formally evaluated as

• nonzero mode dependence in the prefactor is along only one “direction” :
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Summary and discussion
Cardy states satisfy idempotency equation in closed SFT 
(explicitly checked on  RD,TD,TD/Z2 ). 
Variation around idempotents gives open string spectrum on 
the D-brane. [KMW1,KMW2]

We have directly checked                              for  NSR and 
BGS type 3-string vertex although the prefactor is complicated 
and does not seem to be universal.

Idempotency equation ～ Cardy condition
more detailed and general correspondence? 
(Proof of necessary and sufficient conditions)

Closed version of VSFT? (Veneziano amplitude,…)
Precise construction of 3-string vertex (SFT) in NSR formalism
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• 3-string vertex in Nonpolynomial closed SFT

• n-string vertices (n≧4) in nonpolynomial closedSFT?

We can also prove idempotency straightforwardly [KMW2]:

Computation is simplified by closed sting version of MSFT. [Bars-Kishimoto-Matsuo(2004)]

← closed string version of Witten’s ＊ product

[Saadi-Zwiebach,Kugo-Kunitomo-Suehiro,Kugo-Suehiro,Kaku,… ]

Consistent regularization is indispensable.
Direct computation seems to be difficult. [c.f. Moeller(2004)]
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• Berkovits’ pure spinor formalism?

Boundary states for D-branes are proposed recently.
[Schiappa-Wyllard, Mukhopadhyay]

We should construct 3-string vertex to investigate their idempotency.

String field is functional of

Naively, 3-string vertex using LPP prescription will be defined as

“picture changing operator”

It seems to be complicated to perform explicit computation….
We should extensively use Fierz transformation to compute zero modes in addition to Neumann coefficients.
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